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1. A paradigm shift of the world economy and directions Japan will take 
The global economy now experiences a global financial crisis of the scale that may occur 
“once in a century.”  
Yet, focusing solely on phenomena will not present long-term prospects for the future of 
Japan.  
In parallel with our bold responses to the current economic crisis, we have to make 
preparatory steps for “the post financial crisis challenges” from the longer term 
perspective so as to allow the next generation to inherit the affluence and peace of mind 
that we have enjoyed so far.  
Appropriate response ahead of potential changes with an eye toward long-term structural 
changes in trends (a paradigm shift) is a key to growth policies. For this purpose, it is 
necessary to constantly collect many different opinions of experts both in Japan and 
abroad on the paradigm shift, and the planning of and discussion on concrete growth 
policies have to reflect these opinions.  
 
Examples of “a paradigm shift” include the following: 

・More rigid constraints concerning resources and environmental issues resulting from the world 
population explosion  

・Unregulated, excessive financial capitalism and its backlash  
・Changes in regional centers in the global economy and the ways international financial 

systems should function  

・Changing relations between governments’ roles and markets’ roles  
・Speedy technological innovation  
 

“Challenges for Japan in the face of a paradigm shift”  
・Establishment of a world-class low carbon society  
・Contribution to Asia 
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・Transformation of the country’s economic growth into a domestic demand-oriented model not 

reliant on the economic bubble, following the current yen’s appreciation which makes it no 
longer possible for Japan to take an advantage of a weaker yen that has been a factor behind 
its external demand-driven economy  

・ Laying of the foundation for worldwide fierce competition to secure resources and food that 
Japan will need as a nation of manufacturing goods (or monodukuri).  

・Establishment of industrial structure more tolerant of a stronger yen and the best use of the 
stronger yen 

 

2. Strategy for realization of the potential of the Japanese economy (A tentative name) 
Based on the above discussion, the Government should formulate “the strategy for 
realizing the potential of the Japanese economy (A tentative name)” which focuses on 
the following: 

① “Releasing the potential of the Japanese economy” 

    Priority projects offering a combination of regulatory reform and support measures 
 (For example, super special zones)  

② “Cultivating industries with great latent potential”  
③ “Strategies for achieving growth together with Asia”  
 

3. Priority projects for releasing the potential of the Japanese economy 
The Aso administration should identify and implement five to ten priority projects for 
releasing the potential of the Japanese economy which can be effectively used in a new era, 
for allowing people to expect a promising future. Priority projects should have the 
following features:  
①【Attention focused on fundamental power of Japan】： Priority projects should release 

the potential of the Japanese economy which can be effectively used in a new era.  
②【Support measures combined with regulatory reform】：In essence, priority projects 

should offer a combination of special support measures (including tax measures and 
fiscal measures, initial demand generated by government procurement, physical support and 

support measures offered by public bodies) and regulatory and institutional innovation, 

for making a breakthrough which leads to redesigning of a socioeconomic system.  
③【A top-down approach to implementation】：The prime minister should directly make 

top-down decisions regarding priority projects to offer a breakthrough and to 
implement them across ministries. (For example, in order to avoid the inflexibility of 
science and technology budget allocation) 
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【The potential of the Japanese economy】 

The followings are included in the potential of the Japanese economy:   
- Advanced standards of scientific technology, especially of environmental and energy 

technology  
- Competitiveness of manufacturing goods (or monodukuri)  
- Personal financial assets worth 1500 trillion yen  

- Soft power derived from young people 
(Three J’s: J-pop, japanimation, and J-fashion)  

- Vitality of healthy elderly population  
(85% of more than 20 million elderly people in Japan are enjoying good health and on average, 
are relatively wealthy.) 

- Domestically-produced agricultural goods tasty and safe to eat and selective breeding 
technology for boosting global food production (“Second Green Revolution”)  

- Being situated in Asia which offers high growth potential 
- Being a trailblazer who presents its successful and unsuccessful experiences to be shared 

around Asia and the world  
 

【Concepts of priority projects】include the following:  

- Super special zones (to encourage innovation in agriculture, cooperation among 
agriculture, commerce and industry, tourism service as well as iPS and drugs and 
medicines)  

- Model projects concerning reconstruction of community-based medical services and 
advanced nursing care services for the elderly (In particular, we should develop and 
disseminate an advanced business model of nursing care services, which is potentially 
available for export.)  

- Innovative solutions for water-related issues (including the concept of World Water 
Organization) 

 

4. Cultivating industries with great latent potential 

With concerns over potential worldwide economic slowdowns, now is the time for both 
public and private sectors to make bold investments in strategic fields, to eradicate 
systems that act as disincentives and to improve infrastructures so as to be better prepared 
for the future. 
This will eventually lead to stronger domestic demand, including new investments and 
increased consumption, and will accomplish sustainable economic growth.  
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【Cornerstones of strategic fields】  

- Reconstruction of cutting-edge sectors including leading industries (including industries 
related to battery cells, energy efficiency, new energy sources, water, iPS and robots)  

- Reconstruction of domestic demand-driven industries and resurrection of regional 
industries (including medical care and nursing care services, child care services, agriculture 
and tourism services)  

- Marketing of “Japanese brands” (including those of contents and fashion industries)  
 

5. Strategies for achieving growth together with Asia  
For reversing the declining world economic trend and for bringing the world economy back on 

a sustainable growth track, what is important is to generate autonomous economic growth in 

Asia, which has been expected to serve as “the world’s growth center.” The Government 

should clarify its strategies for that purpose and promptly put them into practice.    


